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Now what you don’t know can’t hurt you. 

Panasonic has typewriters that spell, 
correct, draw, even work with computers. 

Have you ever lost points for spelling? For 

reports with more white-out than ink? Or for 

pie charts that look half-baked? Then get your 
hands on a Panasonic electronic typewriter 

TYPEWRITERS THAT KNOW 86 000 WORDS. 

The new Panasonic typewriters with Accu- 

Spell will dispel your fears about spelling 
They have an 86.000-word electronic dic- 

tionary' And room for 300 personal words. 

Accu-Spell helps you find many of those little 
mistakes that English teachers catch Like 

misspelled abbreviations, irregular use of 

capitals, and many punctuation errors, too 
These Panasonic typewriters give you 

a choice of features that will leave you spell- 
bound: Trife Quick Erase key lifts off an entire 
word, automatically The LCD screen lets you 
see what you re typing before it hits the page 
Or lets you review whats stored in memory 
That makes text editing easy ^ 

And thanks to our 

Cupwheel 
printing 
element, 
you get all 

of this and more in a sleek slim package 
TYPEWRITERS THAT DRAW IN 4 COLORS. 

The Panasonic Penwriter Electronic Type- 
writer makes what you type more graphic 
More than a typewriter Penwriter actually 
dTaws pie charts or bar and line graphs And 
it can type reports in 4 colors 10 letter sizes 

and 2 type styles 
A UNIQUE TYPE OF THERMA1 TYPEWRITER. 

Panasonic Thermal Typewriters do more 

than you expect Unlike any other thermal 

typewriter they have automatic correction 
And they type on any kind of paper 

No one has more types of personal 
electronic typewriters than Panasonic All 

have LCD screens, self-correction and are 

computer compatible There are five paper- 

carnage size's, from 8 to 14 wide And 
12 models have text memory some up to 8k 
One even has unlimited text storage with 

optional RAM cards 
Now when it comes to typing, the only 

thing that can hurt you is not'knowing about 
Panasonic electronic typewriters 

Panasonic 
just slightly ahead of our time 


